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EDITORIAL

Cultural changes and exchanges

To define culture We will take into consideration only two theoreticians: Gadamer, according to whom culture may be defined as Bildung (2000:8-26), the cultivating of values, a process indicating profound intellectual changes and implying modes of knowledge that are caused by historical transformations and require adequate forms of representation through language; and Geertz, who, like Yuri Lotman, considers that culture is a system of signs: ”Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun,  I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning.” (1973:5)  , change(s) According to The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles,   the etymology of change (ME., coming from the late Latin cambium) sends to the act of replacing (“the act or fact of putting or taking another or others instead of”), to the substituted object (”that which is or may be substituted for another of the same kind”) and to a process of transformation (“alteration in the state or quality of anything; variation, mutation”). and exchange(s) The etymology of exchange, according to the same Dictionary (ME., coming from the late Latin excambium), circumscribes the area of  reciprocity and mutual interchange (“the action, or an act, of reciprocal giving and receiving”); or it implies a system of transactions (“the action of giving or receiving something of equivalent value”). Thus, from the act of  replacing somebody, or something, in order to accomplish a well-defined purpose, to an interrelated net of transactions, involving negotiation, manipulation or  more or less established rules and conventions, (ex)changes are structured on a give-take type of  apparent equilibrium in/of a system of values (be they economic, moral, religious etc.).        is not an easy task as there are thousands of definitions that have been given to such broad concepts. And yet, it is not the theoretical corpus we are interested in here; we would rather like to outline a map where to trace some major routes to be observed and developed by the reader of these articles.
If culture is a semiotic space (Yuri Lotman 1990) and its analysis should follow the rules of “an interpretive science” in order to pursue the process by means of which language is invested with ever new meanings, then, the study of cultural (ex)changes may be meta-phorically seen as a wonderfully woven tapestry showing, on one side, an apparently unified pattern, but disclosing, on the other side, a web of heterogeneous threads. The act of weaving significances involves encoders and decoders within a system of transactions, always rooted in a changing historical, social, economic and technological context. Perhaps the most illustrative way to represent this “changing semiotic landscape” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996) is  through conceptual metaphors They express a culture’s conceptual system as they represent the changing social and cultural practices from a diachronic perspective; hence, they are the bearers of a specific discourse of identity: eg. the concept of life in different cultures (life is a quest for the Celts; a pilgrimage for the medieval man; a stage for Shakespeare; a journey for the Romantics; a fair/ prison/money for the Victorians; a pursuit for the modernists; a labyrinth/a trap/ a game for postmodernists). (Lakoff and Johnson 1980).
The game of intertextuality (visual and verbal), or that of critical perspectives on the same author, the act of translating, or of representing historical events in and through different modes, the interrelatedness between cultural change, linguistic fashion and advertising, the figurative exchange of signifiers and signifieds, or academic exchange programs exemplified by the articles in this year’s issue of the journal show how, when or where cultural (ex)changes may take place.
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